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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL ADULT SERIES 2000
MANIKIN
SKU: PP-AM-2000-MS

The same high-quality, realistic Professional Adult Manikin is now available with
Advanced Feedback including Rate, Depth, Recoil, Ventilation and Hands-Off Time
via a Bluetooth® enabled PRESTAN CPR Feedback app available on both Apple and
Android devices.

PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL ADULT
SERIES 2000 MANIKIN
The same high-quality, realistic Professional Adult Manikin is now available with
Advanced Feedback including Rate, Depth, Recoil, Ventilation and Hands-Off Time
via a Bluetooth® enabled PRESTAN CPR Feedback app available on both Apple and
Android devices.

Fully compliant with current industry guidelines, including the Heart and Stroke
Foundation of Canada’s February 2021 Use of Feedback Devices in Resuscitation
Training Courses Policy and the most recent AHA Integrated Feedback Directive.

Available in medium or dark skin tones, with CPR Feedback only and in Single or 4-
Pack configurations.

The Prestan Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any other on the market.
Uniquely designed for realistic experiences, they are available individually or in sets
of four for group training. The manikins are designed to match the real-life CPR
experience. In CPR training, a precise feedback indicator is vital.

The Prestan’s revolutionary CPR Rate Monitor provides instant feedback to both
instructor and student on the correct compression depth. It enables each student to
individually gauge their compression rate as well as allowing the instructor to
monitor several students simultaneously. It is equipped with a unique Clicker
Mechanism that gives an alert sound when the correct compression depth is
reached. This helps ensure the students are using the correct force when
administering CPR compression.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f4kSshcocB4

ADDITIONAL DETAILS:
The PRESTAN CPR Feedback App
Providing high-quality, real-time, advanced CPR feedback via a Bluetooth®
connection with the PRESTAN Professional Adult Series 2000 Manikin. Advanced CPR
feedback (includes rate, depth, recoil, ventilation, and hands-off time) is monitored,
easily displayed, and available for reporting allowing students to self-monitor
performance and gain confidence during CPR training.

The app allows instructors to provide comprehensive CPR training while monitoring
CPR performance for up to six (6) students at a time. This app is also equipped with a
reporting feature that allows for CPR training results to be downloaded directly from
the app.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eifElZyoHRw

DOWNLOAD THE PRESTAN CPR
FEEDBACK APP FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL ADULT SERIES 2000

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-adult-series-2000-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Adult+Series+2000+Manikin
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MANIKIN

The PRESTAN CPR Feedback app is for Instrumented Directive Feedback Devices
(IDFD) that meet the most recent requirements of the American Heart Association
and the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada’s February 2021 Use of Feedback
Devices in Resuscitation Training Courses Policy.

Languages currently supported by the PRESTAN CPR Feedback app include English
(US), English (International), Deutsch, Español, Français, Italiano, Português, Türk,
Russian, Chinese (simplified), Japanese, Korean.

Instructors can easily calculate the Chest Compression Fraction with data collected
via the PRESTAN CPR Feedback app making the Series 2000 Manikin suitable for both
basic and advanced training.
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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL MANIKIN CPR
RATE MONITOR

In combination with PRESTAN’s traditional CPR feedback light system installed in the
shoulder, the Series 2000 manikin offers a unique, dual-purpose training solution
providing instructors with an option to train with either advanced or basic feedback.

The visual feedback gives students a real life feel of delivering 100-120
compressions per minute. Lights continually signal rate progression, confirming
compressions are within the 100- 120 cpm range recommended by the Industry
Guidelines. The yellow light will blink if the 120 cpm upper limit is exceeded, warning
students to slow down. Instructors can monitor several students quickly and easily.

In addition to the visual feedback, students will also hear an audible beep as the
chest is pushed to the appropriate depth of 2.0 -2.4 inches allowing them to
experience the true force needed to deliver real life chest compressions.

SERIES 2000 LUNG BAGS
The PRESTAN Professional Adult Series 2000 Lung Bags use the same easy to install
PRESTAN design with the addition of a breath sensor. The Series 2000 lung bags are
required for ventilation feedback via the PRESTAN CPR Feedback app.
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Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-adult-series-2000-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Adult+Series+2000+Manikin
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PRESTAN ULTRALITE® MANIKINS
SKU: PP-ULM-100-MS

This is PRESTAN's most portable CPR manikin yet! It is amazingly easy to set up and
sold in a convenient and lightweight package for efficient training-on-the-go. This
durable vinyl and latex-free manikin offer an affordable tool for CPR training with all
the quality and realism you expect from PRESTAN.

Features:

Uniquely fast and easy to set-up.
Stackable torso and head generate a compact package for transporting.
Clamshell torso opening provides quick access for the easy-to-insert lung bag.
Realistic skin resists dirt, grime, and grease.
Adequate upper chest sizing facilitates AED pad placement and training.
Visual anatomy landmarks reinforce proper hand placement for
compressions.
Head-tilt illustrates how to open the airway and allows each student to
observe a true chest rise when the proper head-tilt chin-lift technique is used.
Life tested to a half-million compressions.
The manikin is easy to clean.

Download PDF:

 

Read More

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QW17e-uPJB6Kx00SuwLBxBhnuo8pTmpT/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-single-ultralite-cpr-training-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Ultralite%C2%AE+Manikins
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-single-ultralite-cpr-training-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Ultralite%C2%AE+Manikins
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PRESTAN ADULT MANIKINS
SKU: PP-AM-100M-MS

The PRESTAN Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any other on the market.
Uniquely designed for realistic experiences, they are available individually or in sets
of four for group training. CPR manikins are designed to match the real-life CPR
experience.

Features:

Fully compliant with current industry guidelines, including the most recent
AHA Integrated Feedback Directive.
Realistic looking and performing manikin is more acceptable to both
instructors and students.
Far easier and faster to carry and set up at training sites.
Patented face/head tilt simulates how an actual victim's head would move if
he required CPR and teaches students how to properly open the airway.
Easily inserted face-shield/lung-bag provides visual chest rise to ensure
students receive the most accurate and realistic training.
The face shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives.
Manikins are available with the CPR Feedback Monitor - Monitors may also be
purchased separately to easily install into non-monitored Prestan Professional
Manikins.
Prestan CPR Manikins are not made with natural rubber latex.

Download PDF:

 

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-adult-cpr-training-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Adult+Manikins
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZuZ4ErI7977Bdx1EsL3PDe1-1Aq6kaZK/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-adult-cpr-training-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Adult+Manikins
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PRESTAN INFANT MANIKIN
SKU: PP-IM-100M-MS

Life-like features and weight allows for realistic infant CPR training. Sculpted body
contours and realistic skin feel help prepare students for real-life rescues. A head
that simulates the way an actual infant's head would move. Face/head tilt enhances
the CPR learning experience and teaches students how to open the airway during
CPR. Available in single or 4 packs.

Features:

Realistic looking and performing manikin is more acceptable to both
instructors and students.
Far easier and faster to carry and set up at training sites.
Patented face/head tilt simulates how an actual victim's head would move if
he required CPR and teaches students how to properly open the airway.
Easily inserted face-shield/lung-bag provides visual chest rise to ensure
students receive the most accurate and realistic training.
The face shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives.
Manikins are available with the CPR Feedback Monitor - Monitors may also be
purchased separately to easily install into non-monitored Prestan Professional
Manikins.
Prestan Manikins are not made with natural rubber latex.

Download PDF:

Read More

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l_JiErmG88qj2CSB6jp9h4qxJ2SPVFlN/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-infant-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Infant+Manikin
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-infant-manikin/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Infant+Manikin
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PRESTAN CHILD MANIKINS
SKU: PP-CM-100M-MS

The Prestan Professional Child Manikin is designed to look like a child verses an adult
with less prominent body structures and softer, more childlike facial features. It is
smaller and thinner than the Prestan Professional Adult Manikin. Yet, still realistic to
the eye and the touch.

Features:

Realistic looking and performing manikin is more acceptable to both
instructors and students.
Far easier and faster to carry and set up at training sites.
Patented face/head tilt simulates how an actual victim's head would move if
he required CPR and teaches students how to properly open the airway.
Easily inserted face-shield/lung-bag provides visual chest rise to ensure
students receive the most accurate and realistic training.
The face shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives.
Manikins are with the CPR Feedback Monitor
Prestan Manikins are not made with natural rubber latex.

Download PDF:

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-child-manikins/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Child+Manikins
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hrPMszfePCPNSlUvsboGJTnP58sJ83mh/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-child-manikins/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Child+Manikins
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PRESTAN COLLECTION CPR MANIKINS
SKU: PP-FM-300M-MS

The Prestan Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any other on the market.
Uniquely designed for realistic experiences, they are available individually or in sets
of four for group training. The manikins are designed to match the real-life CPR
experience.

In CPR training, a precise feedback indicator is vital. Prestan’s revolutionary CPR Rate
Monitor provides instant feedback to both instructor and student on the correct
compression depth. It enables each student to individually gauge their compression
rate as well as allowing the instructor to monitor several students simultaneously. It
is equipped with a unique Clicker Mechanism that gives an alert sound when the
correct compression depth is reached. This helps ensure the students are using the
correct force when administering CPR compressions.

Features:

CPR feedback monitor that meets 2015 AHA CPR guidelines for Adult Manikin.
Available in Adult, Child, and Infant models.
Realistic looking and performing manikin is more acceptable to both
instructors and students.
Far easier and faster to carry and set up at training sites.
Patented face/head tilt simulates how an actual victim's head would move if
he required CPR and teaches students how to properly open the airway.
Easily inserted face-shield/lung-bag provides visual chest rise to ensure
students receive the most accurate and realistic training.
The face shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives.
Prestan Manikins are not made with natural rubber latex.

Download PDF:

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZuZ4ErI7977Bdx1EsL3PDe1-1Aq6kaZK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hrPMszfePCPNSlUvsboGJTnP58sJ83mh/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-collection-cpr-manikins/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Collection+CPR+Manikins
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Read More

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l_JiErmG88qj2CSB6jp9h4qxJ2SPVFlN/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-collection-cpr-manikins/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Collection+CPR+Manikins
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PRESTAN FAMILY PACK CPR MANIKINS
SKU: PP-FM-500M-MS

The Prestan Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any other on the market.
Uniquely designed for realistic experiences, they are available individually or in sets
of four for group training. The manikins are designed to match the real-life CPR
experience.

In CPR training, a precise feedback indicator is vital. Prestan’s revolutionary CPR Rate
Monitor provides instant feedback to both instructor and student on the correct
compression depth. It enables each student to individually gauge their compression
rate as well as allowing the instructor to monitor several students simultaneously. It
is equipped with a unique Clicker Mechanism that gives an alert sound when the
correct compression depth is reached. This helps ensure the students are using the
correct force when administering CPR compressions.

Features:

CPR feedback monitor that meets the 2015 AHA CPR guidelines for Adult
Manikin.
Available in Adult, Child, and Infant models.
Realistic looking and performing manikin is more acceptable to both
instructors and students.
Far easier and faster to carry and set up at training sites.
Patented face/head tilt simulates how an actual victim's head would move if
he required CPR and teaches students how to properly open the airway.
Easily inserted face-shield/lung-bag provides visual chest rise to ensure
students receive the most accurate and realistic training.
The face shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives.
Prestan Manikins are not made with natural rubber latex.

Download PDF:

 

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-family-pack-cpr-manikins/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Family+Pack+CPR+Manikins
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZuZ4ErI7977Bdx1EsL3PDe1-1Aq6kaZK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hrPMszfePCPNSlUvsboGJTnP58sJ83mh/view?usp=sharing
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Read More

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l_JiErmG88qj2CSB6jp9h4qxJ2SPVFlN/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-family-pack-cpr-manikins/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Family+Pack+CPR+Manikins
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PRESTAN INFANT MANIKINS 4-PACK
SKU: PP-IM-400M-MS

This AHA Compliant, 4-Pack of Prestan Infant Manikins-Medium Tone comes equipped
with Compression Depth Clicker Feedback Devices and Compression Rate Monitor
Feedback Devices.

This 4-Pack of Manikins will optimize your training program by ensuring the student’s
Compression Depth and Compression Rate are reached with an audible 'clicking'
sound and LED indicators provided by 2 separate feedback devices. Additional Items
Included: 50 Infant Lung Bags, an Instruction Sheet, and a nylon carrying case.

Achieve this with Prestan Professional's revolutionary new infant CPR manikin with
Rate Monitor. The LED indicators allow for instant feedback to both instructors and
students regarding their rate of chest compressions. Instructors can monitor several
students quickly and easily, while students themselves can visually gauge their
compression rate reinforcing more practice time using proper technique.

The depth of compression is a crucial skill to learn as well. Class participants learn
proper compression depth with the manikin's audible 'clicking' sound. When
compressions are done to the ECC recommended depth, the manikin's 'click' lets
students know they are on target. Compression rate and depth – two vitally
important components to learning for successful CPR. With Prestan's visual and
audible reinforcement of good CPR techniques, students will confidently embrace
their role in the cardiac chain of survival.

Features:

LED indicators on the infant's diaper allow for instant feedback to both
instructor and student regarding the accuracy of chest compressions.
The realistically sized 100% Latex Free infant has a pinch-able nose. “Flick
their feet” reminds students to check for the level of consciousness – easily
taught since the manikin has fully formed legs with feet. Moveable arms even
allow for brachial pulse checks.
Practice conscious choking back blows on the infants' padded upper back
portion.
The easy to insert lung-bag speeds manikin setup.
The face-shield is secured so it won't slip and there's no need for adhesives.
Realistic skin resists dirt, grime, grease, and even adhesive build up from AED
electrodes!
Visual anatomy 'landmarks' such as clavicles, an accurate nipple line,
sternum, and xiphoid process facilitates the practice of choking skills as well
as reinforcing proper finger placement for compressions.
A tiltable head illustrates how to open the airway and allows each student to
observe a true chest rise when a proper head-tilt chin-lift technique is used.
The infant's head structure is capable of demonstrating the jaw-thrust
maneuver.
Audible clicker mechanism increases the student's confidence in
administering adequate depth of compressions.
Manikins are capable of being cleaned and decontaminated per CDC
guidelines.

Download PDF:

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-infant-manikins-4-pack/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Infant+Manikins+4-Pack
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Read More

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l_JiErmG88qj2CSB6jp9h4qxJ2SPVFlN/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-infant-manikins-4-pack/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Infant+Manikins+4-Pack
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PRESTAN ADULT MANIKINS 4-PACK
SKU: PP-AM-400M-MS

The Prestan Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any other on the market.
Uniquely designed for realistic experiences, they are available individually or in sets
of four for group training. The manikins are designed to match the real-life CPR
experience.

Realistic to the eye and the touch, the Prestan adult professional manikin is uniquely
designed as a clamshell that accommodates an easy-to-insert face shield/lung bag.

Prestan's revolutionary new CPR Rate Monitor allows for instant feedback to both
instructor and student regarding the rate of chest compression. This allows each
student to gauge their rate of compressions on their own as well as allowing the
instructor to monitor several students quickly and easily.

And with our patented face/head tilt, the Prestan Professional Adult Manikin
simulates the way an actual victim's head would move if he required CPR.

In addition, the unique construction of our manikins incorporates a mechanism to
help them use the correct force to compress the chest to the correct depth. It comes
with 50 A/C face-shield lung bags and a nylon carrying case.

Features:

Life-like features and weight allows for realistic adult/child CPR training
Sculpted body contours and realistic skin feel help prepare students for real-
life rescues
A unique clamshell design that accommodates an easy-to-insert face shield
lung bag
CPR Rate Monitor allows for instant feedback to both instructor and student
regarding the rate of chest compression
Includes 4 Manikin with CPR Monitor, Face-Shield Lung Bags, and Nylon
Carrying Case.

Download PDF:

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-adult-manikins-4-pack/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Adult+Manikins+4-Pack
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZuZ4ErI7977Bdx1EsL3PDe1-1Aq6kaZK/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-adult-manikins-4-pack/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Adult+Manikins+4-Pack
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PRESTAN ULTRALITE MANIKINS 4-PACK
SKU: PP-ULM-400-MS

The Prestan Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any other on the market.
Uniquely designed for realistic experiences, they are available individually or in sets
of four for group training. The manikins are designed to match the real-life CPR
experience.

The Ultralite Manikin is amazingly easy to set up and is sold in a convenient and
lightweight 4-pack for efficient training-on-the-go. This durable manikin offers an
affordable tool for CPR training, with all the quality and realism you expect
from Prestan.

Features:

Stackable torsos and heads generate a compact package for transporting
multiple units.
The anatomically correct design includes the xiphoid process.
Life tested to a half-million compressions.
Visible chest rise with lung bag use.
Compatible with AED Trainer pads.

Download PDF:

Read More

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QW17e-uPJB6Kx00SuwLBxBhnuo8pTmpT/view?usp=sharing
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-ultralite-manikins-4-pack/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Ultralite+Manikins+4-Pack
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-ultralite-manikins-4-pack/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Ultralite+Manikins+4-Pack
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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL ULTRALITE 50PCS FACE-
SHIELD / LUNG BAG
SKU: PP-ULB-50

The face shield lung bag delivers a realistic experience of a full chest rise during CPR
training. These lung bags fit the Prestan Ultralite series CPR manikins only.

This pack includes 50 lung bags. Insertion of the one-piece lung bag design is a
breeze! Fold it up, slide it in and you are ready for training.

Features:

Easy to insert
Work with Prestan Ultralite CPR Manikins
No tools necessary to insert

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-ultralite-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Ultralite+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-ultralite-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Ultralite+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL INFANT 50PCS FACE-
SHIELD / LUNG BAG
SKU: PP-ILB-50

Replacement for Manikin Face Shield Lung Bags

Features:

Prestan Manikin Replacement Face Shield Lung Bags
Clear plastic inflatable lungs
Easy to insert
Disposable

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-infant-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Infant+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-infant-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Infant+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL ADULT 50PCS FACE-
SHIELD / LUNG BAG
SKU: PP-ALB-50

Manikin Replacement Lung Bags

Features:

Prestan Manikin Replacement Lung Bags.
Clear plastic inflatable lungs.
Easy to insert.
Disposable.

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-adult-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Adult+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-adult-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Adult+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL CHILD 50PCS FACE-SHIELD
SKU: PP-CFS-50

In classes where there is more than one student per manikin, there is a need for a
balance between protecting the student and giving the student a realistic
experience.

This is a 50 pack of Filtered Face Shields for Prestan Professional CPR Manikins. If
manikins are shared during your training class, you'll want to use a filtered face
shield to minimize the risk of cross-contamination between students. The Prestan
face shield makes it easy and since it’s secured to the manikin, it won't slip. No need
for adhesives! Your students will spend less time distracted by an unruly barrier and
more time practicing their skills.

Every CPR/AED instructor wants the best outcome when and if the student has a
real-life experience giving CPR. This face shield, placed over the manikin's face,
allows each student to practice CPR, be protected, and have the benefit of a realistic
experience of a full chest rise.
50 pack face shields for Prestan Child Manikins.

Features:

Professional Child Face Shields by Prestan Products (50 Pack)
Not made with natural rubber latex

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-child-50pcs-face-shield/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Child+50pcs+Face-Shield
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-child-50pcs-face-shield/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Child+50pcs+Face-Shield
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PRESTAN PROFESSIONAL CHILD 50PCS FACE-SHIELD
/ LUNG BAG
SKU: PP-CLB-50

Replacement for Manikin Face Shield Lung Bags.

Features:

Prestan Manikin Replacement Face Shield Lung Bags
Clear plastic inflatable lungs
Easy to insert
Disposable

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-child-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Child+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-professional-child-50pcs-face-shield-lung-bag/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Professional+Child+50pcs+Face-Shield+%2F+Lung+Bag
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PRESTAN MASKS ADAPTERS
SKU: 10076-PPA

Use this affordable, disposable adapter in place of expensive mask valves for cost-
effective training. It features an integral air filter that obstructs the flow of
contaminants. Fits all standard rescue masks (15mm I.D. or 22mm O.D.).

*For training purposes only.

Features:

It features an integral air filter that obstructs the flow of contaminants.
Fits all standard rescue masks
Rescue mask not included

Read More

https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-masks-adapters/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Masks+Adapters
https://prestan.asia/product/prestan-masks-adapters/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=prestan-cpr-manikins&utm_term=PRESTAN+Masks+Adapters
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The Prestan Professional AED Trainer provides quality, durability 

and a"ordability like no other trainer in the market.  Clear, con#dent 

voice instructions that provide easy-to-follow directions and 

precon#gured scenarios make training students easier.  The Prestan 

Professional AED Trainer carries a three (3) year warranty.

Optional Remote Control

 • Volume, language and scenario control 

 • Simulate loose pad

 • Initiate “Press Deeper” during CPR

 • Pause, play or stop

 • Easy to use panel includes a scenario, 

volume control, and language button

 • Includes 5 scenarios for varied training 

opportunities

 • Pads can be used at least 50-60 times 

during CPR/AED classes

 • Pads are pre-connected

 • Pads have an embedded ‘switch’ which 

senses proper pad attachment to the 

manikin

 • The silicone base adhesive on the pads, 

coupled with the foam structure, ensures 

easy application and removal with no 

residue left behind

 • Pads carry a one (1) year warranty

 • Module contains 2 languages (English / Spanish)*

 • Module contains the most up to date guidelines and language capability

 • When guidelines change, only the module needs to be replaced

Patent 

Pending

Prestan®

 Professional AED Trainer

Optional Pediatric Pads

Prestan
®

 Professional AED Trainer



Prestan Professional Single AED Trainer 

 • Includes one set of Adult Pads w/Case, batteries, 

instructions and a carrying case

 • Compatible with any CPR manikins

 • Can be used to train in both semi-automatic and  

fully-automatic versions

 • Metronome and counts upward by 10’s ending at 30  

to help the student with chest compressions

 • KIT includes Pediatric Pad w/Case and Remote Control

Prestan®

 Professional AED Trainer

PRESTAN AED TRAINER ITEM LIST

# PP-AEDT-101  (Single AED Trainer)

# PP-AEDT-401  (4-Pack AED Trainers) 

# PP-APAD-1  (Single Set of Adult Pads)

# PP-APAD-4  (4-Pack Sets of Adult Pads)

# PP-ACASE-1  (Single Adult Pads Case)

# PP-AEDT-KIT-101  (Single AED Trainer Kit)

# PP-AEDT-KIT-401  (4-Pack AED Trainer Kit) 

# PP-PPAD-1  (One Set of Pediatric Pads)

# PP-PPAD-4  (Four Sets of Pediatric Pads)

# PP-PCASE-1  (One Pediatric Pads Case) 

# PP-PPDC-1  (One Set of Pediatric Pads w/Case)

#PP-AEDT-100-R  (Single Remote)

#PP-AEDT-400-R  (4-Pack Remotes)

ITEM #PP-AEDT-101-M (Single Module)

ITEM #PP-AEDT-401-M (4-Pack Modules)

* Other Languages Available

PP-AEDT-KIT-401 PP-AEDT-401

PP-AEDT-KIT-101

PP-AEDT-101



Prestan
®

 Professional CPR-AED Training Manikins

 • Available in Adult, Child and 

Infant sizes

 • Light (original), Medium and Dark 

skin tones available 

 • Realistic looking and performing 

manikin is more acceptable to 

both instructors and students.

 • Far easier and faster to carry and 

setup at training sites

 • Easily inserted face-shield/lung-

bag provides visual chest rise to 

ensure students receive the most 

accurate and realistic training

 • Face shield is secured so it won't 

slip and there's no need for 

adhesives

 • Patented face/head tilt simulates 

how an actual victim's head 

would move if he required CPR 

and teaches students how to 

properly open the airway

 • Manikins are available with 

or without the CPR Feedback 

Monitor - Monitors may also be 

purchased separately to easily 

install into non-monitored 

Prestan Professional Manikins

 • Prestan Manikins are latex free Manikin 4-packs come with 

50 Face-Shield/Lung-Bags 

and a nylon Carrying Case

Manikin single units come with 

10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bags  

and a nylon Carrying Case

Prestan®

 Professional Training Manikins

Realistic to the eye and the touch, the Prestan Professional Training Manikin series is unlike any 

other on the market.  Available individually or in convenient multi-packs of four for class training 

purposes, our manikins are uniquely designed to give each student a realistic experience that 

provides for the best "real life" CPR outcomes.  Prestan Manikins carry a three (3) year warranty.

MANIKIN SINGLES MANIKIN 4-PACKS

Shown in Light 

Skin Tone

Shown in Dark 

Skin Tone

Shown in Medium 

Skin Tone



AMAZING FEEDBACK TOOLS 

MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE!

Prestan's revolutionary CPR Rate Monitor 

allows for instant feedback to both instructor 

and student regarding the rate of chest 

compression. This allows each student to gauge 

their rate of compressions on their own as well 

as allowing the instructor to monitor several 

students quickly and easily.

The unique Clicker Mechanism provides 

an audible con#rmation when the correct 

compression depth is reached.  This increases 

student con#dence by guiding to the 

appropriate force when administering CPR 

compressions.
The Prestan Collection
(1 Adult / 1 Child / 1 Infant)

Comes with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bags 

per Manikin

Prestan Professional

Adult Jaw Thrust
CPR-AED Training Manikin

Jaw Thrust Heads may also be purchased separately - they are interchangeable 

with the heads on the Prestan Professional Adult Training Manikins

Prestan®

 Professional Training Manikins

MANIKIN COLLECTIONS

ADULT JAW THRUST MANIKIN

The Prestan Family Pack
(2 Adults / 1 Child / 2 Infants)

Comes with 10 Face-Shield/Lung-Bags 

per Manikin

Prestan’s Jaw Thrust Head gives instructors the option to 

teach with the jaw thrust maneuver or head-tilt/chin-lift.

Prestan Manikins are available in 2 

convenient multi-packs.



Prestan
®

 Ultralite
®

 Manikins

Prestan is pleased to o"er our newest and most portable manikin, the  

Ultralite Manikin.  The Ultralite Manikin is amazingly easy to set up and is 

sold in a convenient and lightweight 4-pack for e&cient training-on-the-go.  

This durable manikin o"ers an a"ordable tool for CPR training, with all the 

quality and realism you expect from Prestan. 

Ultralite Manikin 4-pack includes:

 • 4 Manikin Torsos

 • 4 Manikin Heads

 • 4 Compression Pistons

 • Nylon Piston Bag

 • 50-pack Face-Shield Lung Bags 

 • Nylon Carrying Case

 • Detachable Shoulder Strap

 • Instruction Sheet

 • Uniquely fast and easy set-up

 • Stackable torsos and heads generate 

a compact package for transporting 

multiple units

 • Clamshell opening provides easy access

 • Manikin is easy to clean

 • Vinyl and latex free

 • Compatible with AED Trainer pads

 • Realistic head tilt

 • Visible chest rise with lung bag use

 • Unique torso web design for realistic feel

 • Anatomically correct design includes 

xyphoid process

 • Realistic chest compressions to a 2" depth

 • Life tested to a half-million compressions

 • Three (3) year warranty

Prestan Ultralite Manikins

ITEM # PP-ULM-400-MS

Complete 
4-pack 

weighs only 
13  pounds!

Prestan® Ultralite® Manikin 4-Pack



Prestan
®

 Products - Accessories

Prestan Professional

Face Shields
Adult 50-Pack:  PP-AFS-50

Adult 10-Pack:  PP-AFS-10

Also available for

Child, Infant and Ultralite Manikins

Prestan Professional

Face-Shield Lung Bags
Adult 50-Pack:  PP-ALB-50

Adult 10-Pack:  PP-ALB-10

Also available for

Child, Infant and Ultralite Manikins

Prestan Professional

Generic Face Shield
Adult 36-Count

10077-PPS

Prestan Professional Rescue

Mask Adaptors
(10-Bag)

10076-PPA

DON'T RUN OUT!

Plan ahead to be sure you have enough Prestan accessories for your training needs. 

Prestan Accessories are available from your Prestan Authorized Distributor.

 

Accessories are considered consumable items meant for a single use and are not covered by 

Prestan's three (3) year product warranty.

Prestan® Products - Accessories
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